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Company

raw pure wholesome

Trail mix is a pretty ordinary snacking item that contains your basic 

nuts and the odd dried piece of fruit, but sometimes it misses that extra 

crunch or that zing in flavour. MOYO seeks to fill that void by allowing 

the consumer to pick and choose through a wide, diverse range of items 

from the ordinary to the quirky, esoteric or exotic ingredients. From the 

comfort of your home, you can plan the snacks for the kids or have party 

favours. Regardless of the the reason, MOYO will pack, wrap and deliver 

to your home.

MOYO is a wholesome, healthy snacking alternative to the potato chips, 

candies, and cookies. Studies have shown that eating nuts regularly 

could half a person’s chance of heart disease. Nuts in particular are 

loaded with protein, fiber, essential fats, antioxidants and minerals and 

are also shown to help reduce risk of weight gain. Furthermore, MOYO 

offers an explosion of flavours and tastes that no quite other snacking 

item does. The consumer can enjoy trail mix as a snack while watching 

their favourite movie or act as a quick boost of energy while on the 

go. By allowing the user to pick and choose, they feel empowered and 

comfortable knowing they are selecting their favourite nuts, fruits, or the 

odd item, like roasted crickets.

MOYO offers a subscription box, where the customer can either pay a 

quarterly or annual fee, and has the option to choose from two types 

of boxes. The first option is for the ‘Secret Box’ which is catered to the 

user who likes to be surprised, and is a bit more adventurous with their 

taste buds. The second option is a curated box of seasonal trail mixes, 

respectively called ‘Winter Wonders’, ‘Spring Sprouts’, ‘Summer Heat’, and 

‘Fall Crunch’.

As always, MOYO uses only the best ingredients harvested from 

sustainable resources, non-GMO, and sulphate-free, preservative free 

ingredients. We will never provide ingredients that do not meet our own 

standards of social and environmental responsibility. We only believe 

in fair-trade and are extremely invested in giving back to our suppliers 

as we are to our customers. And of course if the customer is not 100% 

satisfied with product they will be refunded in full—guaranteed.

MOYO products are prepared, hand-packaged, and shipped out from our 

facility in Mississauga, Ontario, Canada.
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Customer

segmentation

persona

• The Athlete

• The Health Nut

• The Snack King/Queen

• The Party Planner

• The Environmentalist

• Jackie Ethier - earth conscious mom

• Adam Mason - the snack king



Jackie Ethier
earth conscious mom

Jackie is a small business owner who has her own 

pilates studio in downtown Vancouver. Jackie 

opened up her pilates studio after sustaining a 

permanent injury from a dance competition 10 

years ago. She wanted to help athletic folks with 

self-healing and inspire others to strengthen 

their core through little means, and simple 

breathing exercises. In that 10 years Jackie got 

married, bought her first electric car and had two 

kids. Jackie is a fierce mom and even fiercer wife, 

being a performer she likes to keep everyone on 
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Age : 34

Occupation : Pilates Instructor

Income : $95,000

Education : Bachelor of Performing Arts

Location : Vancouver, BC

Family : Husband, Charlie

  Two children (Ala, 7 + Max, 5)

Health : Stable
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Jackie  has a lot of respect for the planet and 

tries to feed her family meat at most once or 

twice a week. She lives holistically, and strives 

to teach by example, educating her kids on the 

importance of respecting the planet and its 

natural resources. Jackie only buys packaging 

which she knows can be recycled, and avoids 

plastic like the plague, from her children’s 

toys to tupperwares. If she does have any 

plastic materials in her home, they have been 

repurposed as storage containers, or as planters. 

Living in the Vancouver area, Jackie and her 

husband are also avid hikers and like to get 

the kids out into nature as much as possible. 

Being out with the kids, Jackie likes to keep her 

backpack light, and purchases hiking material 

that is compact. Kids are always hungry but out 

on trails, Jackie can’t keep the pantry on her 

shoulders so she needs the right snacks that 

provide sustenance and that they will 

enjoy eating.

their toes. When it comes to the kitchen, Jackie 

likes to be in charge and gets the whole family 

involved with the cooking. She utilizes Pinterest, 

Instagram or sustainable living blogs to research 

inspiration for recipes and often likes to post 

onto social media her bakes and creations. She 

likes to do a lot of DIY’s, especially with healthy 

snacks but sometimes with her hectic schedule 

she doesn’t always find the time to go out to the 

farmer’s market or the grocery store to find the 

ingredients.

Jackie only wants to feed her family the best, 

and consciously avoids foods that are highly 

processed, filled with unhealthy fats, and refined 

sugars. Especially for her kids school lunches, 

she avoid filling their lunch bag with highly 

processed, preservative filled granola bars 

and cookies. She always looks for the ethically 

sourced and when possible, organic ingredients. 

During the summer months Jackie enjoys 

spending her spare time in the community 

garden, planting and growing her own herbs

and vegetables. 

Wants / Needs

• inspire others to strengthen their bodies

• likes to cook at home  

• to feed her family the best foods

• live her life holistically

• fair-trade products

• eco-friendly packaging

• to reduce and reuse plastic

• alternative sources of protein

• foods that are whole, organic, not   

highly processed, no refined sugar

• healthy snacks that provide the right 

nutrients and sustenance 

• adventure

Online and Social Media

Tech Habits

MOYO - PERSONA 1



Adam Mason
the snack king

Adam hasn’t always been the athletic type and 

has struggled with his weight since his teens. 

He’s the type of guy who after a long day, would 

sit on his couch, grab his favourite bag of chips, 

open up that can of pop and not really move for 

the rest of the evening. McDonalds and KFC 

were some of this favourite fast food joints.

After years of fluctuating in weight, inconsistent 

eating patterns, and quitting and joining the 

gym, he’s finally reached a point in his life where 
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Age : 46

Occupation : Senior Data Scientist

Income : $69,000

Education : Masters in Mathematics 

        and Statistics 

Location : Ottawa, ON

Family : Freddy (his dog)

Health : Mild cholesterol
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watches a lot of how to videos related to fitness 

and cooking tips on YouTube, both on his phone 

and tablet. For his news outlet, Adam uses 

Twitter, and sometimes likes to peruse through 

Reddit. Amazon is one of Adam’s favourite 

online retailers and does most of his shopping 

through there. He really appreciates the speedy 

delivery and convenience of being able to shop 

from home.

While his mild cholesterol pushed him to get 

into shape, one of the main reasons is because 

of his dog Freddy. Freddy has served as a source 

of inspiration for Adam. Ever since Freddy came 

into Adam’s life 4 years ago, he’s been the one 

to get him out of bed early in the morning for 

his walks. If his schedule permits, Adam tries 

to take Freddy out to run around in the park at 

minimum twice a day. Adam finds comfort in 

knowing Freddy will always be there for him, 

and support Adam in his own way. He wants to 

stay healthy for his best friend.

he’s in control of his eating habits and committed 

to exercising regularly. Adam is a bit picky at 

times and likes having a lot of options when it 

comes to his snacking. Especially with those long 

nights at work, he needs light snacks which pack 

a lot of energy and that are easily accessible. The 

kind he can keep at this desk and won’t take up 

too much space. 

Recently, Adam has found a new love for nuts, 

and has become more open in diversifying his 

taste buds. While doing his research in healthy 

eating, Adam found that nuts have shown to help 

with maintaining a slim frame and be quite good 

for the heart. By doing a little more shopping and 

cooking at home combined with a bit of cardio or 

weight lifting 3 to 4 times a week, Adam has been 

able to maintain his weight. 

Adam isn’t the most prolific with social media 

but he really enjoys Twitter and the odd time 

he will send out a Tweet about what’s going on 

during his day. He uses Google Hangouts or 

text message to communicate with friends. He 

Wants / Needs

• healthy snack options that pack the flavour  

and crunch

• to live a balanced / active lifestyle

• to feel in control

• convenience of shopping from home

• food that helps him maintain his weight

• food that helps him prevent heart disease

• diverse snack options

• light snacks that are filling

• to live a balanced / active lifestyle 

with Freddy

Online and Social Media

Tech Habits

MOYO - PERSONA 2
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Competition

Bulk Barn

An infinite variety, customers can pick and choose at will chocolates, 

candies, nuts, spices, cereals, coffees, baking ingredients and much more. 

Bulk Barn is accessible in most cities and offers weekly coupons, and 

items at a reduced, competitive price. The company has been around for 

over 30 years, has over 250 stores in Canada, and each of their stores, 

contains over 4000 items. Recently, they have been adding more products 

to cater to vegans, and products that are non-GMO. They also offer hard-

to-find international products like British candies.

Strengths

• Excellent social media presence

• Established and rooted in market

• One stop shop for all things DIY that are food and drink related

• Website has a lot of information and content which is organized 

fairly well

Weakness

• Products cannot be purchased online, in-store only

• Maintaining freshness of ingredients due to volume

• How do we know their sources are credible

• Where are the measures to ensure bins are hygienic

Social Media

Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | LinkedIn | Youtube | Pinterest | Google+

• Over 12K followers on Instagram; nicely curated images and gifs

• Feature posts for deals, contests, recipes, products they sell 

• Engaging posts, infographics on healthy living, reducing waste, eco-  

friendly cleaning products/detergent ideas

• Extremely consistent with posts

• 60K+ likes on Facebook; posts almost daily; similar content 

to Instagram

• Shows posts of new store openings across the country

• Make use of lots of hashtags

• Have plenty of seasonal posts

• 20K+ followers on Twitter; similar content to Facebook and Instagram

• Impressive strides towards a zero waste lifestyle; they encourage that 

you bring your own reuseable container

• Posts are in French and English
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U-RAAW!: Custom Health Foods

URAAW offers the customer to create their own cereal, energy bars, trail 

mix, and smoothie mixes. They ship all over North America and provide 

free shipping for Canadians for online orders of over 99$. URAAW also 

offers personalized gifts and an option to write message at checkout. 

URAAW will print it out on their own card and place it into the package.

Strengths

• Energy bars are handmade and made from gluten free, soy free, GMO 

free, 100% natural organic ingredients

• Certification and credibility

• Transparent with processing and ingredients

• Very detailed website, they provide a lot of info

Weakness

• Web experience seems a bit dated

• Has too many social media links that aren’t updated

• No information on where they source their ingredients

• A lot of information is jumbled together and not always easy 

to follow

Social Media

Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | LinkedIn | Youtube | Pinterest | Google+

• 859 people likes on Facebook; post fairly regularly

• Do not post daily on Twitter, only a few videos on YouTube

• Over 700 followers on Instagram; most used social media

• Seem to post onto their blog, but it looks very outdated in 

terms of design
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TrailMyx.com

TrailMyx.com is a family run business that began in California’s central 

valley (in the heart of nut country). They offer free shipping on all orders 

(US) and 100% money back guarantee. TrailMyx features nuts, dried fruit, 

seeds, sweets and cereals. In addition, they provide basic mixes, where 

you can purchase at 1lb, 2lb or in a tin. In order to create custom mix 

you need to create an account with them.  TrailMyx.com provides gift 

certificates and special holiday gift tins at a discounted rate (only two 

options). New customers also get 10% off their first order.

Strengths

• Nice user interface on website for creating custom mix

• Manageable selection of ingredients

• Have organic section

• Free shipping on all orders

Weakness

• Weak social media presence

• Weak environmental efforts

• Website seems incomplete (blog page is under construction)

Social Media

Facebook

• Close to 5,000 likes on Facebook (4,927)

• Extremely inconsistent posts, once every few months
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Nuts.com

Nuts.com does not create custom trail mixes but they are a fairly 

prominent business in the nut sourcing and facilitation. A family owned 

business, since 1929, Nuts.com sells their product on tradition and 

quality. In 1999, they launched NutsOnline to bring a selection of more 

than 2,000 items. Other than nuts they sell nut butters, coffees, teas, 

smoothie mixes and a plethora cooking ingredients. Nuts.com even sells 

bird food. 

Strengths

• Extremely diverse variety and selection of items

• Very active on social media

Weakness

• Overload of information

• The sheer volume of product on their website really overwhelms the 

customer 

• Unless you know what you want you have to do a bit of digging on 

their website

• This in turn might deter new business

Social Media

Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | LinkedIn | Youtube | Pinterest 

• Over 14,000 followers on Instagram

• They post consistently everyday but not all content is original

• 105,059 likes on Facebook; post daily

• Over 8,000 Twitter followers

• Feature original tweets and plenty of retweets

• 1.6 K followers on Youtube, features recipe videos, made by Nuts.com

• They are on trend with videos on how to make Starbucks 

drinks, videos which feature vegetarian, vegan, paleo diets even 

participating in the mannequin challenge
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Bear Naked Custom Made

Bear Naked (parent company: Kellog) offers a very unique customer 

experience where alongside their regular granola and healthy snacking 

products, they offer their customers the option to create their own 

granola mix. With 50 ingredients to choose from, the website utilizes 

IBM Watson to assist customers in creating that perfect blend by pairing 

suitable ingredients. They also allow the customer to customize the 

canisters with a selection of bear illustrations or an option to upload 

a picture of yourself, and will ship the product for free. In addition to 

customizing your own blend, they have chefs whom the company has 

partnered with to create curated blends. Bear Naked also provides gift 

options and subscription boxes at varied monthly rates.

Strengths

• Extremely attractive, playful brand and website

• Products are all non-GMO verified

• Freedom and flexibility

Weakness

• No social media links from the custom blending web page

• Not all ingredients are organic (they specify)

Social Media for Bear Naked

Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | Youtube 

• 371,086 likes on Facebook

• 8,633 followers on Twitter

• 5,104 followers on Instagram

• Great videos featuring a mascot bear eating their products

• Reposting customer photos

• 449 YouTube subscribers

• Bear Naked isn’t featured, random but relevant videos 

about TerraCycle (waste diversion company)

• Videos showcasing events and brand ambassadors

• They do not post daily on social media but they have a quite bit of 

varied content from product features, CTAs, contests, promos about 

their custom blends



SWOT Analysis

Strengths

Threats

Weaknesses

Opportunities
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Strengths

what sets MOYO apart from the rest

What do we do well?

MOYO allows customers to pick and choose trail mix ingredients based 

on their personal tastes from the convenience of their home. Oftentimes, 

you go to the grocery store to pick up that pack of trail mix and aren’t 

completely satisfied with the selection of contents. Alternatively, you 

could go to the wholesale or bulk food stores and be presented with 

endless options. With MOYO you know exactly what’s going into your 

mix, how each ingredient benefits you, and how much of each ingredient 

you want. MOYO lets the customer be in control, allowing them to even 

name their custom mix, and choose the graphic they want to appear on 

the package.

Our products are always fresh. We ensure we have just the right amount 

of inventory based on demand, nothing ever goes to waste and we 

perform quality checks of our products every two weeks. Our storage 

facilities have dedicated temperature controlled rooms for different 

ingredients in order to maintain optimal freshness. Products where 

possible are purchased from local farmers. Products are only purchased 

from suppliers who are certified by the Canadian Food Inspection Agency 

and can provide proof of authenticity.

What advantages do we have?

Unlike big brand trail mix products, MOYO takes pride in ethically 

sourcing its ingredients, which are wholesome, organic, and raw with 

no added preservatives. Our packaging is eco-friendly, made from 100% 

recycled ingredients and with biodegradable inks and dyes. Market 

research shows that the millennial generation, even a strong percentage 

of baby boomers, are willing to pay a little extra for products that come 

from companies who are committed to positive social and 

environmental efforts.

What have we built that is unique?

MOYO offers a wide variety of ordinary and extraordinary ingredients—

like chocolate covered crickets—from across the globe. Customers have 

the option to flavour their mixes for example, with matcha tea or chili. 

In addition, we offer diet (i.e. vegan vs vegetarian) specific packages, and 

provide details on how each ingredient supports health and enhance 

performance. As a part of our product line, we also provide two seasonal 

subscription boxes. 
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Weaknesses

what devalues MOYO

Where do we fall down with our customers?

One of the most obvious weaknesses about a company of this nature 

is that there are a lot of DIY options available online on Pinterest, 

Instagram, and numerous food blogs. The consumer could easily buy the 

ingredients themselves and make their own trail mix. 

Furthermore, customers could buy the standard trail mixes at the grocery 

store at a markedly lower price. The price of our product is also at a 

higher rate, so our product is targeted at a demographic of middle to 

higher income. 

Not many people might be interested in customizing their own trail mix, 

which might make the target market too narrow. More notably, people 

with nut allergies are a significant target market that MOYO cannot 

market to. Another weakness is that because customers cannot purchase 

our product from a store, they will have to wait for packages to arrive.

Looming questions :

How can I make this business more valuable for customers? 

How do I make it something that people would want to buy regularly? 

How credible is the supplier? 
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Opportunities

this is our time to shine

What consumer trends or market changes could we take advantage of?

Consumers are more likely to trust a brand when they know the brand 

practices what they preach. While we do not have a plethora of items to 

choose from, we want to focus on doing what we do really well. We want 

customers to trust in our products and have them come back based on our 

credibility and quality of service. Since we like to have good relations with 

our suppliers and want to ensure credibility and quality of the product, 

we will send a small quality assurance team to the manufacturer. In our 

monthly newsletter, we will include a full story feature of the farmer, 

giving insight into the production and process of sourcing the materials. 

Stories will also be shared on social media, with behind the scene photos 

and short videos.

Once the business grows to a substantial level, MOYO could look into 

selling our products in third party stores, developing an exclusive app 

and even offer international shipping. MOYO could consider developing 

products specifically for house pets such as birds, hamsters and rabbits. 

New partnerships or ventures

Considering our brand is built on environmental stewardship, we also want 

to find ways to engage the local community. In each major city in Canada, 

on Earth Day, we could host an event aimed to clean up the garbage in the 

community, be it from city streets, parks or lake shores. All volunteers will 

receive a complimentary limited time only 250g trail mix bag marked with 

an Earth Day theme. We could also have community members to sponsor 

volunteers, and have all donations go to a local charity.

As an effort to reduce waste, future opportunities could include having a 

physical storefront where customers could come in themselves to sample 

products and have the option of refilling their order by offering a reusable 

container. Customers will be able to fill their jars via a crank dispenser to 

ensure quality, hygiene, freshness and to avoid cross contamination of 

ingredients. These reusable containers could be mason jars or made from 

a strong, durable material, which the customer can bring back to us, distill, 

and refill. 

To address the issue of people with nut allergies, perhaps for future 

investment, we could have two facilities. One facility with nuts and one 

complete nut-free facility. 
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Threats

some things are out of our control

Change in ingredient prices

The lack of resources and availability of resources are two big threats to 

a company of this nature. Droughts, unpredictable weather or bad crops 

all play factors in access to resources. As a result, MOYO might have to  

increase of price of the product to accommodate or potentially have that 

product completely unavailable. Having a lack of product could seriously 

affect sales and customer satisfaction.

Government regulations and lost distribution

There could be increase in gas prices, delivery issues, and delays in 

transport/shipments. In conjunction to delivery issues, there are laws 

and regulation of the Canadian Food Inspection Agency that could 

impact the import/export of foreign resources. This is an issue that could 

arise when looking to expand the business on a global level.

Competitor’s products

After looking at the competitors, it is quite evident that we do not offer 

the same variety and diversity in selection of products, nor do we offer 

products at wholesale. Competitors like BulkBarn offer more than just 

snack products, but cooking/baking tools, kitchen supplies, soap, and 

even pet food. Some of the competitors also offer custom cereal, granola 

bar and smoothie mixes.

As previously mentioned in Weaknesses, trail mix is a niche target 

market and people with nut allergies are a significant target market that 

we cannot market to.
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Positioning Statement

MOYO exists for the health conscious or earth loving folks that never settle and that care about putting wholesome foods into 

their bodies. Our products are ethically sourced from the finest, organic, preservative free ingredients and packaged through 

sustainable means. MOYO is a custom trail mix company that lets the customer be in charge of the kind of mixes and snacks 

they want to consume, while feeling good about supporting social and environmental justice. Whether it be the ordinary 

peanut, sunflower seed, craisin combo or that exotic, wild ingredient, MOYO is the only company that offers adventurous 

tastes and dares to be different.



Action Plan

Price

Promotion

Place

Product
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Price

it comes down to the numbers

MOYO products will be sold online, and have a website that will feature 

an easy to use system for picking and choosing ingredients.

The global price of the product will depend on 3 factors.

First, the user will choose size of package

( snack / small / medium / large ). 

Second, weight in lbs of the product will be estimated based on 

percentage of each ingredient in the bag. The online system will 

automatically evenly disperse the amount of ingredients based on the 

fixed size of the package. The weights are fixed so the customer will not 

be overcharged and the customer can select whether or not they want 

more or less of a particular ingredient. In real-time, the customer will also 

have a choice to preview the nutrional value.

While our prices are a little on the higher end, they are competitive with 

other brands in the trail mix market. The final price will include cost of 

materials, production costs, packaging costs and shipping.

Free shipping will be offered after 50$ purchase (subject to change).

Size/ Weight (fixed) = approximate price

SNACK / 250g = $11.00

SMALL / 454g(1lb) = $20.00 

MEDIUM / 908g(2lb) = $35.00

LARGE / 1362g(3lb) = $65.00

Gifts will come in a fixed container where no more than 500g of product 
can be selected. 

GIFT / 500g = $40.00

OCCASION card price: $5.00 (4”x6”) made and printed in house

Two subscription box options include one seasonal and one mixed. 

SEASONAL / 500g = $30.00

Features one box every 4 months of seasonal mixes

‘Winter Wonders’ / ‘Spring Sprouts’ / ‘Summer Heat’ / ‘Fall Crunch’

SURPRISE ME! / 500g = $30.00

Features one box every 4 months of 8 sample packets of mystery mixes in every box
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Place

location location location

MOYO will be sold directly through the a responsive website. 

The website is the first stop for promoting the brand.

For accessibility, orders can also be made through telephone or email. 

Customers can order through the website with or without creating an 

account. MOYO will have all the appropriate security measures for safe 

and protected transactions. 

On social media, customers can use the hashtag #getIntheMix. 

Website Homepage Idea 

Homepage:

• Customer mixes gallery

• Step by step illustration showing how to make and order your mix

• CTA to start mixing or to check out subscription boxes

• A blurb about company values

• A sample package showcasing how it can be recycled

• CTA to sign up for newsletter and get 10% off first order

Navigation:

• My Mix / Ingredients / Subscription / About 

Header:

• Login

• Social Media

• Contact Us

Footer:

• Repeat navigation

• Logo

• Social Media

• Contact Us

• FAQ

• Copyright 

• Privacy Policy

• Terms of Service
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Product

custom and catered to you

There will be no added salt or sugar, as to remain as healthy as possible. 

Natural sugars will come from the fruits and flavouring will come into 

play with spices and herbs.

Each ingredient will feature a fact about it’s particular health benefit, 

where it is sourced and nutrional value.

The customer will have the option to personalize their mix by giving it 

a name—which will be printed on the bag. Customers will also have the 

option to choose the graphic.

Environmentally Conscious Efforts:

• Product will be packaged in brown bags which are made from 100%     

recycled materials

• 100% biodegradable inks and dyes

• Cardboard boxes filled with eco-friendly packing materials

Main Categories

NUTS

DRIED FRUIT

LEGUMES 

SEEDS

CEREALS

WHOLE GRAINS

CHOCOLATE (ONLY DARK)

Funky Categories

EDIBLE MUSHROOMS

SPROUTS / WEEDS

DRIED EDIBLE FLOWERS

EDIBLE INSECTS

ACORNS
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Product

nomenclature

Nuts

PEANUT MAN

CACKLING CASHEW 

HAZELNUT HARRIET

MACADAMIA MATE

BRAZIL NUT JUNGLE 

Seeds

SUNFLOWER POWER

PUMPKIN PARTY 

CHIA LIA

HAPPY HEMP 

WILD RICE SCOUT

QUINOA QUEEN

FLAX JACK

SESAME BEAT

PINE NUT PARADISE 

POPPY HOPPY

Fruits

ROARING RAISINS

MANGO JANGO

GOJI BEARS

RASPBERRY RUMBLE  

ISLAND COCONUT

POMEGRANATE PLANET

Legumes

NAVY BEAN BUDDIES

CHICKPEA CHICKS

LEAPING LENTILS  

RED KIDNEY BEANS

BLACK BEAN BONANZA

SOY BOY

To keep the product line manageable and straightfoward only one type (species) of each ingredient will be available. This allows us to have a little more 

fun with naming ingredients. There could also be specific seasonal ingredients or ingredients which are only available for a limited time.

Sample names:
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Promotion

culminating the marketing mix

Social Media

• Social media includes Facebook/Twitter/Instagram/Pinterest

• Will present discount codes, contests, new flavour features, 

infographics of health benefits, recipes featuring top products, product 

features, how to videos 

• Infographics on zero-waste living, reducing ecological footprint, health 

benefits of ingredients

• Sharing customer mixes and using hashtags

• Will feature farmers/suppliers/ humanitarian/environmental            

efforts made by the company and other companies

Online Media

• Have online banner ads on gym websites, health food stores, 

sustainable living blogs, outdoor sports equipment shops

• Option for interactive banner ads, where user is enticed to start 

their mix and then directed to website

Website Account Sign Up

• Make an account and encourage a minimum of 5 friends to sign up, 

make one purchase, you and your friends get 10% off future purchase

Print Media

• Small ad in outdoor, healthy living, or scientific magazine

Email Newsletter 

• Invite clients to sign up for a monthly newsletter and to create an 

account on website

• Encouraged to take pictures of their mix, post on social media and 

send it to the company

• Each month one person wins a small mix of their choice and mix will 

be featured in newsletter

• Newsletter will feature content about upcoming product releases, 

recipes, promo codes, a feature story 

• Will feature farmers/suppliers/ humanitarian/environmental            

efforts made by the company

Points Card

• Have virtual points card, where for every $1 you get one point

• An accumulation of 1000 points equates to $5 which can be used on 

any  purchase
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Sponsorship
• At least twice a year, hold an event where a portion of the proceeds or 

all the proceeds go to a charity or grassroots organization

Promotion

culminating the marketing mix

Pop Up Shop

• Have pop-up shops across the country in outdoor recreation stores

• Pop-up shops could have the customer go through a 'trail' in a make-

shift forest 

• Customers are given a paper bag and pass through the trail collecting a  

 small sample of whichever product they like or want to try

• Customers are then able to select a flavour

• An employee will take the customers ingredients and  

toss in the mixture

• Customers are encouraged to share their experience via social media

Booths

• Rent booth space at trade shows and food/outdoor living/sustainable  

living conventions across the country

• Booth will feature company initiatives, free sampling of top products 

and  email sign up

• Customers will be able to get hands on experience of creating their 

own trail mix

Partnerships

• Partner with a notary figure, hiking expert, food blogger to feature our 

product on their social platform

• Partner with social media influencer to act as a product ambassador 

• Partner with Terra Cycle, a company that is able to divert millions of 

pounds of waste from landfills and incinerators each month


